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1125 EASY-FOLD BIKE STAND
This is the finest stand we've ever seen! This pro-quality, versatile work stand
has a rock-solid base with a removable work stand. From simple routine
maintenance to complete overhauls, anyone can benefit from a stable work
platform.
This is the finest stand we've ever seen! This pro-quality, versatile work stand
has a rock-solid base with a removable work stand. From simple routine
maintenance to complete overhauls, anyone can benefit from a stable work
platform. When deciding on which product to carry we analyzed many factors,
cost, stability, quality, etc.
After talking to multiple riders, repairmen, and bike distributors, we elected to go
with the slightly more expensive, but more robust, Ultimate Bike Stand. The rigid
"ironing board" design allows a secure base for the toughest wrenching. In our
opinion these are much more robust and versatile than the inferior "bipod" or
"tripod" design you regularly see on the market.
Features: Exclusive Tool Caddy
The tool shelf is great for holding those extra parts and/or wrenches. You no longer have to set your tools on the grass and watch them
disappear.
Fast Clamp System
The Clamp has an innovative Secure-Lock that features a spring loaded clamp which will secure your bike tightly.
Extremely Portable
The Pro Elite weighs only 16 lbs. and it can be compacted--folded down like an ironing board--for travel and storage.
Maximum Stability
The Ultimate Bike Stand is one of the most robust and sturdy stands on the market. We believe this stand is the most advanced on the
market.
Extra Durable
The Ultimate Bike Stand features the finest materials and proven reliability. We stand behind every product we sell and this is a great
professional-quality repair stand.
Additional Features:
Our advance locking mechanism allows quick placement of bicycle in stand
Unique soft over-molded "plastic" jaws prevent damage to your bicycle
Load capacity 90 lbs. (40 kg)

Weight 16 lbs. (7 kg)
1-year warranty
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